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Range Adjustable luminaire for accent lighting

LED characteristics
2700K - 3000K - 3000K + 35000K - 4000K (other configurations on request)

MacAdam ellipse: 3 SDCM

CRI: 90

Optical beam 20º - 30º - Elliptical 25x50

Serial connection
Supplied alone on mounting stud or connected in series with a 1m extension lead with 

quick connector

Use limitations 

The product must be installed into a ventilated area. Any use with an ambient
temperature higher than the specified ambient temperature (Ta) would lead to a more
rapid mortality of the product and the withdrawal of our guarantees.

The drivers, if not delivered by LOuss, must be approved before use.

Warranty

Life span: L80B10 at 50,000 hours (80% remaining flux) at 25ºC ambient temperature.
3-year parts and labour warranty.

The warranty does not apply to products that have been opened, modified or repaired
and does not cover the effects of a wrong connection, careless, abusive handling,
overvoltage, lighting injury, as well as the normal wear of the product.

All products are electrically tested and received a functional burn-in.

Description
360º LED spot(s) supplied alone on stud and threaded rod or on support bar for
multiple spots

Finish: ultra-matt black anodizing

Separate power supply 350mA constant current driver

LED power 1.1W/spot at 350mA

Dimensions
Spotlight: 39x33mm

Plot: section 8x8mm

Support bar: 260mm for 3 spots - 330mm for 4 spots

DOPPIO
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All the connections have to be made before powering up, 
otherwise the luminaire could  be seriously damaged.

Configuration example
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DOPPIO SOLO

DOPPIO ON BAR

All the connections have to be made before powering up, 
otherwise the luminaire could  be seriously damaged.
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